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Laser energy deposition is an emerging technique to improve the aerodynamic performance of high-31 speed vehicles, and it has potential for various applications such as drag reduction [1, 2] , shock wave 32 modification [3, 4] , and a controllable perturbation device for boundary layer transition studies [5] . 33
Laser energy deposition can improve scramjet engine efficiency, thereby enabling the high-speed 34 flying vehicles to operate at a wide range of Mach numbers. Scramjet engine efficiency deteriorates at 35 an off-design flight Mach number by modulating the leading-edge shock because shock waves 36 impinging within the engine inlet at a certain angle can only be achieved at a predetermined flight 37
Mach number [6] . A numerical work by Macheret et al. [7] suggests that energy addition can be used 38 to increase efficiency and performance at off-design flight Mach numbers. Drag reduction is directly 39 related to more efficient transportation and less emission of harmful gases. When considering energy 40 deposition upstream of a blunt body at a Mach 5 freestream flow, the bow shock wave interaction with 41 the low density spot generated by the energy deposition, induces counter rotating vortices due to the 42 baroclinic instability, which interact with the boundary layer of the blunt body contributing to drag 43 reduction [8] . 44 Understanding shock wave boundary layer interaction (SWBLI) is important for the improvement 45 of aerodynamic performance. Complex flow features, such as: impinging oblique shock waves, normal 46 shock wave reflections, and ramp flows are all present in a high-speed vehicle even without laser 47 energy deposition. Laser energy deposition induces a blast wave and low density thermal spot, which 48 result in complex SWBLI. Yan et al. [9] numerically investigated the effect of pulsed laser energy 49 deposition on a normal shock-boundary layer interaction in the intake of an engine, and they showed 50 that the normal shock wave moves towards upstream due to laser energy deposition. According to an 51 experimental investigation [10] , laser energy deposition can delay the shock induced separation over 52 a flared cylinder. Tamba [11] and Iwakawa [12] showed that the boundary layer oscillation was 53 significantly altered by the laser pulse duration. 54
The interaction of a blast wave with a boundary layer can induce many complicated flow features. 55
In the present study, experiments were conducted to understand the interaction between the laser-56 induced blast wave and the incoming laminar boundary layer on a flat plate at a Mach 5 freestream 57 flow. High-speed Schlieren photography was employed as the flow diagnostics technique. The laser 58 induced blast wave was located at four different axial locations along the centreline of the plate. The 59 flow structures due to the interaction were compared at three different unit Reynolds numbers. 60 shock wave observed over the plate is the leading shock wave (LSW). The bright region above the 118 plate downstream of the LSW denotes plasma generation (Fig. 3 (a) ). After the plasma generation, a 119 hemispherical laser-induced blast wave (LIBW) propagates to surrounding and then is carried 120 downstream by the freestream flow. The fore wave front of the LIBW has a higher-pressure magnitude 121 than that of the aft wave front. This is because the fore wave front of the LIBW propagates opposing 122 the freestream flow direction. As shown in Fig. 3 (b) , the fore wave front of the LIBW is clearly visible, 123 which means a strong pressure change. On the other hand, the aft wave front which propagates towards 124 downstream becomes weaker (Fig. 3 (b) ) because of the same flow direction as the freestream. 125
Experimental setup
The LIBW may increase boundary layer thickness. Due to interaction with the boundary layer, the 126 hemispherical shaped fore wave front of the LIBW is locally transformed to the oblique shape, which 127 results in the laser-induced oblique shock wave (LIOSW). The pressure behind the LIOSW that 128
propagates through the boundary layer leads to the boundary layer development. Unfortunately, the 129 Schlieren images do not ensure the fact that the boundary layer is separated or not due to the LIOSW. 130
The starting point of the boundary layer development, which corresponds to the tip of the LIOSW, 131 moves towards upstream (Fig. 3 (b-d) ) because the pressure behind the LIOSW is kept developing 132 upstream. As the pressure behind the LIOSW, which is propagating through the boundary layer, is 133 getting closer to the local surface pressure upstream of the fore wave front, the tip of the LIOSW 134 becomes weaker and gradually disappears. 135
The developed boundary layer is disturbed due to the thermal spot and/or the weak shock limb. 136 Figure 4 shows the sketch of the laser-induced flow structure. There are two possibilities that the 137 developed boundary layer is disturbed. Although it is difficult to observe the weak shock limb due to 138 shock-shock interaction, the LIOSW would be reflected at the kink point. As a consequence, the weak 139 shock limb is generated from the kink point. The weak shock limb that impinges on the boundary layer 140 would lead to the perturbation of the boundary layer. A similar shock structure appears in shock-141 boundary layer interaction under high temperature condition in the shock tube experiments [20, 21] . 142
In those shock tube experiments, a boundary layer is developed behind an incident shock wave and a 143 high temperature region occurs behind a shock wave reflected from the end wall of the shock tube. 144
Due to the interaction between the reflected shock and the boundary layer, a bifurcated shock wave is 145 formed and then the aft bifurcated leg impinges on the boundary layer [21] . In the present experiment, 146 with the high temperature gas occurring due to laser energy deposition, a similar shock structure can 147 be observed. Another possibility is that the thermal spot generated by the laser-induced gas breakdown 148 disturbs the boundary layer. The laser induced-gas breakdown event generates instantaneously locally 149 a high temperature spot of the order of thousands Kelvin caused by gas vaporization and ablation on 150 the wall surface [22] . The thermal spot supplies higher energy into the boundary layer at the instant of 151 the gas breakdown event, which results in the perturbation of the boundary layer. The disturbed 152 boundary layer remains and moves towards downstream even when the thermal spot disappears. 153
However, the disturbed boundary layer would become gradually weaker. 154
The different flow velocities behind both the LIOSW and the LIBW results in the generation of a 155 of the flat plate, the streamlines across the fore wave front of the LIBW are refracted towards the wall 157 surface. Since the LIBW expands hemispherically from the wall surface, it can allow the streamlines 158 to bend towards the wall surface. The bent streamlines become parallel with the freestream across theaft wave front of the LIBW. The slip line gradually disappears (Fig. 3 (c) and (d) ) due to either the 160 same velocity magnitude behind both LIOSW and LIBW or weak gradients intensity due to a weak 161 shock at later time. edge of the disturbed boundary layer can be observed on the wall surface at which a break of the white 174 region appears (Fig. 3 (c) ). The local Reynolds number ReL, based on the initial laser focal distance L, 175 is calculated as; 176
Where, ρ∞ and μ∞ are density and viscosity, respectively. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the typical 177 flow structure at the different laser focal positions. In the case of laser focusing at L = 10 mm (Fig. 6  178 (a)), which corresponds to ReL = 13.0 × 10 4 (Fig. 5) , the LIOSW interacts with the LSW since the laser 179 focal point is close to the leading edge. This interaction influences both the LIOSW and the LSW 180 because the energy of the LIOSW is combined to the LSW, whereas the LIOSW does not interact with 181 the LSW at all other laser focal points. Therefore, the geometrical parameter of the laser focal point at 182 L = 10 mm is not considered to investigate self-similarity. As shown in Fig. 5 (a) On the other hand, the geometrical parameter h/l (Fig. 5 (b) ) decreases with time. Growth of the height 186 of the kink point is slower than the propagation of the tip of the LIOSW towards upstream. When 187 considering the relation between the height of the kink point and boundary layer thickness without 188 laser energy deposition, the height of the kink point becomes approximately four times as boundary 189 layer thickness at elapsed time of 11 μs, then becomes approximately ten times at elapsed time of 55 190 μs. This is because growth of the height of the kink point is faster than that of boundary layer thickness. 191
Although the geometrical parameter h/l decreases linearly in proportion to the local Reynolds 192 number, the geometrical parameter h/η is self-similar even as the local Reynolds numbers vary. similarity related to the local Reynolds number is shown in Fig. 7 . The solid lines denote the linear 194 approximation by the least-squares method. In the present condition, it seems that the geometrical 195 parameter h/η is independent of the local Reynolds number (Fig. 7 (a) ). Even when the laser-induced 196 flow field grows, the geometrical parameter h/η remains similar, whereas the geometrical parameter 197 h/l changes in proportion to the local Reynolds number (Fig. 7 (b) ). Additionally, the geometrical The characteristics of the laser-induced gas breakdown in the present boundary layer condition is 213 significantly different than that in a quiescent gas condition. Laser energy deposition on the wall 214 surface generated a hemispherical laser-induced blast wave (LIBW). Thereafter, the hemispherical 215 shaped fore wave front of the LIBW was locally transformed to the oblique shape, which results in the 216 laser-induced oblique shock wave (LIOSW). Additionally, the fore wave front of the LIBW was 217 apparently stronger than that of the aft wave front because the fore wave front propagated towards the 218 opposite direction of the freestream. The LIOSW may increase a laminar boundary layer thickness due 219 to shock-boundary layer interaction (SWBLI). The developed boundary layer caused by the SWBLI 220 was disturbed due to a weak shock limb and/or a thermal spot. The weak shock limb was generated 221 from the kink point where the LIBW transformed to the LIOSW, and the thermal spot appeared due to 222 laser-induced gas breakdown. 223
While the laser energy deposition technique has a potential to distort the leading edge shock wave, 224 its effect significantly depends on the magnitude of the energy input at the freestream flow parameters. 225
The strength of the LIOSW is varying as the distance from the leading-edge increases, becoming 226 weaker further downstream. Hence to have a considerable oblique shock wave modulation for scramjet 227 intakes for instance, substantial energy input may be required. 
